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Dartmouth College Library’s Digital Library
Program has received a gift from the Manton
Foundation to create a $3 million endowment.
An additional $1 million endowment will support preservation and education programs for
The Epic of American Civilization, a mural in
the Reserve Reading Room of Baker Library
painted by Mexican artist José Clemente
Orozco between 1932 and 1934. In recognition of the Manton gift, the Reserve Reading
Room on the lower level of Baker Library will
be renamed The Orozco Room. The 3,200square-foot mural traces the history of the
Americas from the migration of the Aztecs
into central Mexico to the development of
modern, industrialized society. In addition to
conserving the mural, the $1 million endowment will support programs facilitating their
study and use for educational purposes.

Grants and Acquisitions
of music and its planned Performing Arts Library.
The John Mack Estate has given to Kent State the
music collection of Mack, the late principal oboist of the Cleveland Orchestra, faculty member of
the Cleveland Institute of Music, and founding
faculty member of Kent/Blossom Music.

Acquisitions

Catherine Mulholland’s 20th Century
collection of family documents, manuscripts,
books, and photographs has been received
by California State University-Northridge’s
Oviatt Library. Few families have had a larger
impact on the development of Los Angeles and
its San Fernando Valley than the Mulhollands.
William Mulholland, Catherine’s grandfather,
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Nevada Mountains
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formative years. She has maintained a long
Kent State University Libraries and Media Serand fruitful relationship with CSU-Northridge
vices also received two major gifts in support
and its Oviatt Library. She feels that the Oviatt’s
central location in the San Fernando Valley and
her long association with the library makes
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it the ideal place for the preservation and
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display of her family’s legacy.
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